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Abstract

Purpose To assess retinal vascular calibre

changes in eyes with neovascular age-related

macular degeneration (AMD), treated with

intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth

factor agents, over a 1-year period and

compare any such changes to untreated

fellow eyes.

Methods Treatment naı̈ve patients with

neovascular AMD received three consecutive

intravitreal injections of ranibizumab,

followed by a pro re nata dosing regimen up

to 1 year, with the aim of maintaining a

‘fluid-free’ macula. Retinal arteriolar and

venular calibre was measured from digital

fundus photographs at baseline and at three

monthly intervals to 1 year, and summarised

as central retinal artery equivalent (CRAE)

and central retinal venular equivalent

(CRVE), respectively.

Results A total of 53 injected eyes and

41 fellow, non-injected eyes were analysed.

At baseline, there were no differences in

retinal vascular calibre between injected and

non-injected eyes (mean CRAE (SD) 144.93

(14.07) vs 145.74 (13.10)lm, P¼ 0.80 and mean

CRVE (SD) 216.23 (25.93) vs 219.91 (22.82)lm,

P¼ 0.53). Over a 12-month period, retinal

venular calibre dilatation occurred in injected

eyes (mean CRVE change þ 5.71 (14.71)lm,

P¼ 0.007), with no change in retinal

arterioles, þ 0.69 (14.71) lm, P¼ 0.68. In non-

injected eyes, arteriolar narrowing occurred

as a whole, mean CRAE change � 4.20

(7.00)lm, P¼ 0.001, over 12months, with

a trend for narrowing in venules, � 2.16

(11.56) lm, P¼ 0.28. In injected eyes, after

controlling for covariates, the changes in

CRVE over 12 months mirrored improve-

ments in macular thickness, � 0.06 (� 0.005,

� 0.11) lm, P¼ 0.04, and visual acuity, þ 9.66

(� 0.30, þ 19.32) lm, P¼ 0.06.

Conclusion Intravitreal ranibizumab signi-

ficantly dilated retinal venules after a 1-year

period.
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Introduction

In neovascular age-related macular

degeneration (AMD), choroidal neovascular-

isation (CNV) has been associated with

ischaemic changes in the choroid, with

increasing levels of correlating severity of

AMD,1,2 as well as an overexpression of

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).3

Anti-VEGF drugs have significantly improved

the treatment of individuals with neovascular

AMD.4,5 However, there are concerns with the

use of these drugs. VEGF is widely expressed in

the normal retina and as well as in various

organs, such as the heart, lungs, and kidneys,

where several roles for the cytokine have

been identified. Systemic administration of

anti-VEGF agents has been linked to the

development of complications such as,

hypertension, retinal arterial vasoconstriction,

thromboembolism, haemorrhage, proteinuria,

and intestinal perforation.6–10 Despite local,

ocular delivery in the treatment of neovascular

AMD, little is known as to the potential
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beneficial or deleterious vasoactive effects of these

compounds.

To date, there are only a limited number of studies

assessing retinal vasculature changes in the setting of

anti-VEGF use for neovascular AMD. Papadopoulou

et al10 found a significant constriction of the retinal

arterioles in 11 eyes treated with ranibizumab for

neovascular AMD. They suggested that this was due to

a reduction in nitric oxide-induced vasodilatation, with

a subsequent reduction in retinal blood flow. The same

group further reported the 1-year follow-up data and

found similar results with significant retinal arteriolar

constriction following treatment.11 A more recent study

on 23 patients also found decreased retinal arteriolar

diameter during the course of initial anti-VEGF injections

for neovascular AMD.12 No significant change in blood

flow was observed. All these studies, however, were

limited by a lack of a control group.

Retinal vascular calibre is an indirect indicator of

ocular blood flow and can be measured from

photographs.13 Changes in retinal vascular calibre have

been linked with systemic and ocular diseases and

may reflect changes in blood flow, inflammation, and

endothelial function.14,15 The aim of this study was to

assess the response of the retinal vasculature to on-going

VEGF blockade, over a 1-year period and determine if

any changes were related to potential harmful or

beneficial effects of this class of drugs.

Materials and methods

Study population

We performed a prospective study evaluating intravitreal

ranibizumab on patients with CNV secondary to AMD.

This research was approved by the Research and Ethics

committee of the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital

and followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Patients were recruited consecutively (1 January

2008–31 December 2008) from the retina clinics of the

Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital in Melbourne,

Victoria, Australia. The inclusion criteria for this study

were eyes with subfoveal CNV secondary to AMD that

were deemed suitable for treatment with an anti-VEGF

drug.

Over the study period, all the eyes with neovascular

AMD that were treatment naı̈ve were considered for

inclusion as injected eyes, unless media opacity or

mobility issues prevented adequate fundus visualisation

and in the view of the examiner would prevent adequate

fundus photography (these were excluded). Both eyes

could be considered as injected eyes if bilateral CNV

was present at the time of diagnosis. Fellow eyes not

receiving active treatment were defined as non-injected

eyes and characterised into two subgroups to allow

assessment of the possible contribution that the

AMD/macular pathology might have on the retinal

vessel calibre, independent of active anti-VEGF

treatment. The first group consisted of those patients

with only features of early AMD (drusen, pigment

epithelial hyper, or hypopigmentation). The second

group consisted of those patients with pre-existing

advanced or end-stage AMD (eg disciform scars). This

group did not receive any active ocular treatment during

the course of the study. Fellow eyes already receiving

anti-VEGF treatment at the time of injected eye

enrolment were excluded, as they were deemed to be

similar to injected eyes.

Measurement of retinal vascular calibre

All the participants had fundus photography performed

using a standardised protocol according to the Multi-

Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis.16 An optic disc-centred

photograph was taken of each eye at baseline and at

3 months in all the participants (Early Treatment of

Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) Field 1).17 All

photographs were taken prior to any treatment, using the

35 1 setting of the Topcon fundus camera, TRC50 EX

(Tokyo, Japan). At baseline, the photographs were taken

within 48 h of the first treatment. For each subsequent

visit, photographs were taken prior to any treatment

given, if required.

Retinal vascular calibre was measured using a

computer-based programme (IVAN, University of

Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA), based on a previously

established protocol.18,19 A trained masked grader

performed these measurements. Because of the disc

centration of photographs, the macula status was not

visible to the grader. For each photograph, all the

arterioles and venules coursing through an area of one-

half to one-disc diameter from the optic disc margin were

measured and vessel calibres of the biggest six were

summarised as the central retinal artery equivalent

(CRAE) and central retinal vein equivalent (CRVE) using

formulas developed by Hubbard et al18 and later

modified by Knudtson et al.20

Visual acuity and macular thickness

Visual acuity and central macular thickness (CMT) were

measured at baseline and at 12 months by examiners

masked to vessel measurements and to the treatments

administered. Best-corrected logarithm of the minimal

angle of resolution (Log MAR) visual acuity was

performed using Early Treatment of Diabetic

Retinopathy Study charts. CMT was measured with
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a Stratus OCT 3 (Zeiss-Humphrey Inc., San Leandro,

CA, USA).

Treatment and retreatment protocols

Three ‘loading dose’ injections were given a monthly

intervals using a standard protocol as previously

described.21 In all cases, 0.05 ml of ranibizumab (0.5 mg),

Novartis Pharmaceuticals, Sydney, New South Wales,

Australia) was injected through the pars plana into the

vitreous cavity using a 30-gauge needle. Following the

initial ‘loading’ phase, repeat treatments were performed

on a pro re nata basis, if there was any reduction in vision

or increase in sub/ intraretinal fluid or haemorrhage,

similar to the protocols used in the SUSTAIN22 and

PRONTO23 studies.

Injection procedure

The procedure for injection followed a standard protocol

as previously described.21 In brief, eyes were prepared

with several drops of amethocaine 1% and two drops of

5% povidone iodine. A lid speculum was used in all

cases. A total of 2% lignocaine was then administered

sub-conjunctivally to the site of the intravitreal injection.

Using a 30-gauge needle, 0.05 ml of ranibizumab (0.5 mg)

(Novartis Pharmaceuticals) was injected through the pars

plana into the vitreous cavity. Chloramphenicol ointment

was instilled at the end of the procedure and chloram-

phenicol drops given to take home for 3 days.

Statistical methods

Retinal vascular calibres (CRAE and CRVE) were

assessed as continuous variables. Normality was

assessed for all the analyses and appropriate non-

parametric methods were applied as necessary. For

normally distributed continuous variables, arithmetic

means and SDs were calculated. For baseline comparison

between study eyes and control eyes, the Pearson’s

method was used for categorical data, the statistical

result being distributed as w2. For normally distributed

continuous variables, Student’s t-test was used to

compare the basic characteristics between the two

groups. To assess the change in CRAE and CRVE

between baseline and 12 months, the absolute change

was assessed using paired t-tests.

A multivariate linear regression model was used

to access the risk factors for the change in CRAE or

CRVE after adjustment for covariates with a univariate

significance of o0.10. All pertinent variables were

examined for correlations and multi-collinearity using

Pearson’s product-moment correlation. All the statistical

analyses were conducted with Stata version 11.0 (Stata

Corp., College Station, TX, USA). A two-tailed P-value

o0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

At baseline, 88 injected eyes and 61 non-injected eyes had

gradable images. Of these, 53 injected eyes and 41 non-

injected eyes had images available at baseline and 12

months and were considered in the statistical analysis.

No differences were seen in eyes included compared

with those that were excluded, with respect to CRVE,

CRAE CMT, gender, lesion type, history of tobacco use,

diabetes, or vascular disease (P40.10). The majority of

patients were women (63%) and mean age was 77.5 years

(SD 7.3 years). Mean Log MAR visual acuity at baseline

was 0.61 (0.50) (Snellen equivalent 20/80), 46.2%

were past or present smokers. Most lesions were

non-predominantly classic in nature (60.8%).

Mean CRAE was similar within injected and non-

injected eyes (144.93 vs 145.74mm, P¼ 0.80). Similarly,

no statistically significant difference was observed

with respect to CRVE (216.23 vs 219.91 mm, P¼ 0.53).

Baseline vascular measurements

Table 1 describes the variation in baseline CRAE and

CRVE with eye and patient characteristics. Older age was

associated with narrowing of both CRAE (140.12 vs

151.90mm, Po0.001) and CRVE (204.68 vs 232.98mm,

Po0.001), as was worse baseline vision with respect to

CRAE (140.02 vs 152.05mm, P¼ 0.003) and CRVE (210.00

vs 225.27mm, P¼ 0.04). Non-predominantly classic CNV

was associated with CRVE narrowing only (208.27 vs

228.80mm, P¼ 0.006), with only a trend being seen for

CRAE (P40.10). A history of tobacco use was associated

with widening of both CRAE (150.55 vs 141.86 mm,

P¼ 0.02) and CRVE (225.73 vs 211.42 mm, P¼ 0.04).

Among the non-injected eyes, increasing age was also

associated with narrowed CRAE (140.22 vs 152.39 mm,

P¼ 0.006), as well as CRVE (211.47 vs 231.43 mm,

P¼ 0.01). Poor baseline vision was only associated with

CRAE narrowing (134.12 vs 147.10mm, P¼ 0.03), with

only a trend in CRVE (210.37 vs 220.07mm, P¼ 0.32).

Changes in vascular calibre over 12 months

Over a 12-month period, retinal venular calibre dilatation

occurred in injected eyes (mean CRVE change þ 5.71

(11.58) mm, P¼ 0.007), with a nonsignificant change

within arterioles, þ 0.69 (14.71)mm, P¼ 0.68. Among the

non-injected eyes, there was significant retinal arteriolar

narrowing, � 4.20 (7.00) mm, P¼ 0.001 over 12 months,

with a trend for narrowing in venules, � 2.16 (11.56) mm,

P¼ 0.28.
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Figure 1 shows the change in CRAE and CRVE in

injected eyes compared with non-injected eyes, with and

without features of end-stage AMD. In non-injected eyes

with end-stage AMD features, a significant arteriolar

constriction was observed, � 9.67 (7.25)mm, compared

with injected eyes, þ 0.69 (11.57) mm, P¼ 0.03. A similar

observation was noted for venules, � 8.94 (15.77) mm,

compared with þ 5.78 (15.08)mm, P¼ 0.02, in injected

eyes. In non-injected eyes, without late AMD features,

trends for arteriolar constriction, � 2.66 (6.28)mm,

P¼ 0.21, and venular constriction were seen, � 0.94

(10.81) mm, P¼ 0.06, compared with injected eyes.

Within injected eyes, baseline/change in CMT over 12

months, change in vision over 12 months, age, gender,

history of tobacco use, ischaemic heart disease, diabetes,

hypertension, and number of injections given during the

study had no influence on change in the CRAE or

CRVE at 12 months, P40.10. There was an association,

however, with type of CNV (CRAE, þ 3.01 (11.66) mm

vs � 2.99 (10.73)mm, P¼ 0.08, and CRVE, þ 9.39

(15.81)mm vs þ 0.09 (12.16) mm, P¼ 0.03, in eyes with

non-predominantly classic compared with those in

predominantly classic lesions, respectively). Better

baseline visual acuity (r0.50 Log MAR (Snellen

equivalent, 20/63)) was associated with narrowing of

CRAE, � 2.85 (8.99)mm compared with dilatation in eyes

with poor acuity, þ 3.12 (12.64)mm, P¼ 0.08. A smaller

degree of CRVE widening, þ 2.10 (13.59) mm vs þ 8.32

(15.76)mm, P¼ 0.10, was also noted in eyes with better

baseline vision. Table 2 and Figure 2 show the changes in

vascular calibre and their relation to vision and CMT

over the 12-month study period. There was no significant

association between change in CMT and change of CRAE

(R2¼ 0.09, P¼ 0.58) or change in CRVE over the 12

months (R2 ¼ 0.05, P¼ 0.16). Similarly, the changes in

BCVA did not correlate to the change in CRAE

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of eyes injected with intravtreal ranibizumab for neovascular age-related macular degeneration and
their relation to central retinal artery and vein equivalent

Characteristics CRAE P-value CRVE P-value

Age group (years)
r77 151.90 (11.21) o0.001 232.98 (22.55) o0.001
478 140.12 (14.27) 204.68 (22.62)

Gender
Male 146.06 (14.21) 0.66 223.30 (26.04) 0.13
Female 144.21 (14.45) 211.75 (25.34)

Smoking
No smoking 141.86 (13.19) 0.02 211.42 (25.03) 0.04
Past/current smoker 150.55 (11.95) 225.73 (22.77)

CNV lesion type
Predominantly classic 147.52 (14.22) 0.30 228.80 (24.16) 0.006
Non-predominantly classica 143.27 (14.23) 208.27 (24.21)

CNV lesion size
r2 DA 146.59 (15.08) 0.27 216.13 (27.85) 0.89
42 DA 141.13 (11.36) 217.36 (16.95)

Hypertension
No 143.42 (14.33) 0.56 212.15 (20.90) 0.39
Yes 145.89 (14.34) 218.82 (28.77)

Diabetes
No 146.18 (13.16) 0.17 219.00 (23.46) 0.09
Yes 138.54 (18.58) 202.00 (34.69)

Vascular diseaseb

No 146.02 (12.77) 0.40 217.35 (23.99) 0.64
Yes 142.20 (17.63) 213.43 (31.19)

Baseline vision (Log MAR)
r0.50 (20/63) 152.05 (9.89) 0.003 225.27 (21.98) 0.04
40.50 (20/63) 140.02 (14.83) 210.00 (27.02)

Central macular thickness
r250mm 149.62 (13.86) 0.09 220.89 (31.14) 0.30
4250mm 142.09 (14.55) 212.36 (25.36)

Abbreviations: CRAE, central retinal artery equivalent; CRVE, central retinal vein equivalent; CNV, choroidal neovascularisation; DA, disc areas; Log

MAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution.
a Includes minimally classic, occult, retinal angiomatous proliferation, fibrovascular pigment epithelial detachment.
b Includes myocardial infarction, angina, and cerebrovascular accident.
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(R2 ¼ 0.001, P¼ 0.85) or CRVE (R2¼ 0.001, P¼ 0.87),

however, the effects on retinal vessel calibre appear to

mirror those of CMT and vision.

A multivariate regression model detailing the affect of

baseline and treatment characteristics on change in

CRAE and CRVE form baseline to 12 months in injected

eyes is shown in Table 3. Age, tobacco use, history of

diabetes, type of CNV and baseline vision, number of

injections given, and baseline CMT were included as

covariates. Increasing age (þ 0.53 (þ 0.15, þ 1.05) mm,

P¼ 0.04) and reduced baseline CMT (� 0.06 (� 0.005,

� 0.11) mm, P¼ 0.04) were associated with an increase

venular calibre. A trend was seen for worse baseline

vision to be associated with increased dilatation

(þ 9.66 (� 0.30, þ 19.32) mm, P¼ 0.06).

Discussion

In this prospective study, we found that there was no

significant difference in retinal vessel calibre in eyes with

or without active CNV at baseline. However, in eyes

undergoing repeated treatment with intravitreal

ranibizumab for neovascular AMD, there was a

significant dilatation of retinal venules. No change was

observed in non-injected eyes without late AMD

features, whereas eyes with end-stage AMD showed

significant constriction of both retinal arterioles and

venules. These effects appeared to mirror improvements

in CMT and visual acuity.

Our findings contrast findings from previous

studies10–12 looking at vasculature changes following

anti-VEGF treatment in neovascular AMD, where a

significant decrease in arteriolar diameter at 3 months

and 1 year was seen. These studies, however, had

significant limitations, given that only arteriolar calibre

was assessed and the lack of a control group. These

influences, as well as differences, in the method of

vascular calibre assessment and the patient population

recruited may account for the difference in results. Our

patients had worse baseline visual acuity, Log MAR 0.70

vs 0.49, a greater percentage of women (64.2% vs 36.4%),

as well as a higher percentage of tobacco use (46.2% vs

9.1%), compared with the previous reports. It is also of

interest that non-injected eyes showed a significant

narrowing in vascular calibre over time, particularly

in those eyes with advanced AMD. Thus, it is possible

that some of the narrowing observed in the earlier

studies may be part of an age-related effect rather than

secondary to anti-VEGF treatment. In keeping with

this hypothesis, CRAE and CRVE narrowing has been

demonstrated with increasing age.24

In our study, the underlying reasons for vessel calibre

change are unclear. It would appear that in untreated

eyes, there is a tendency for retinal arteriolar and venular

narrowing with time, especially in eyes with pre-existing

Figure 1 Changes in retinal arteriolar and venular calibre over
12 months, in eyes injected with ranibizumab for choroidal
neovascularisation, secondary to age-related macular degenera-
tion and fellow eyes by clinical features of age-related macular
degeneration.

Table 2 Characteristics of eyes treated with intravitreal ranibizumab injections for neovascular age-related macular degeneration
over the 12-month study period

Baseline 3 months 6 months 9 months 12 months

Vision 0.69 (0.39) 0.57 (0.41) 0.57 (0.41) 0.62 (0.44) 0.61 (0.45)
CMT 316.0 (77.1) 227.0 (49.4) 240.0 (59.4) 243.5 (63.0) 242.2 (62.0)
Residual fluid (%) N/A 31.6 36.4 33.6 20.9
Number of injections N/A 3.4 (0.6) 4.3 (1.6) 5.4 (2.1) 6.3 (2.8)
CRAE 144.92 (14.24) 144.51 (13.59) 147.76 (12.90) 143.40 (13.03) 145.61 (13.13)
CRVE 216.23 (25.97) 219.83 (22.22) 222.50 (22.92) 219.97 (22.05) 222.02 (21.97)

Abbreviations: CMT, central macular thickness, mean (SD); CRAE, central retinal artery equivalent; CRVE, central retinal vein equivalent; N/A, not

applicable.

Vision (Log MAR) value indicates mean (SD) and residual fluid indicates percentage of eyes with residual intraretinal or subretinal fluid based on

qualitative assessment of optical coherence tomography scan.
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severe macular disruption, whereas in treated eyes, a

dilatational effect, especially in venules, is seen. As far as

this latter observation is concerned, there are several

potential causes. First, there may be a simple correlation

with the improvement in macular anatomy as a

consequence of retinal thinning with anti-VEGF use.

Reduction in macular swelling (intraretinal oedema/

subretinal fluid) may lead to improved perfusion of the

retinal vessels, possibly due to a relief of mechanical

congestion. Consistent with this hypothesis, eyes with

macular oedema secondary to retinal vein occlusion,

there is a correlation between increases in retinal

thickness and reduced retinal blood flow.25,26 A second

possibility exists with the possibility that anti-VEGF

therapy may have vasoactive effects on the retinal

circulation, with secondary local improvement of retinal

blood flow. In our study population, although not

significantly different, baseline CRAE and CRVE were

narrower among the injected eyes with active CNV,

compared with non-injected eyes. Following treatment,

both the mean CRAE and CRVE were similar in both

injected and non-injected eyes. AMD has been linked to

ischaemia and hypoxia within the choroid. It has also

been shown that both central retinal artery perfusion27

and foveolar choroidal blood flow are reduced in patients

with AMD.1,2 Thus, it is possible that anti-VEGF

treatment may ‘normalise’ blood flow. Third, although

Figure 2 Changes in visual acuity, central macular thickness, and vascular calibre with time in eyes treated with intravitreal
ranibizumab for neovascular age-related macular degeneration.

Table 3 Multivariate regression analysis of baseline and
treatment factors and their influence on change of central retinal
artery and vein equivalent from baseline to 12 months in eyes
treated with intravitreal ranibizumab for neovascular age-
related macular degeneration

CRAE CRVE

b 95% CI P b 95% CI P

Age 0.27 � 0.19, 0.72 0.24 0.53 0.15, 1.05 0.04
Smoking 2.57 � 4.12, 9.27 0.44 � 2.76 � 10.30, 4.95 0.48
Baseline
Visual
acuity

7.42 � 1.32, 16.16 0.09 9.66 � 0.30, 19.62 0.06

Diabetes � 0.88 � 9.86, 8.11 0.84 � 2.11 � 12.35, 8.122 0.68
CNV type 5.20 � 2.02, 12.41 0.15 4.60 � 3.20, 13.18 0.23
Baseline
CMT

� 0.02 � 0.07, 0.03 0.34 � 0.06 � 0.11, � 0.005 0.04

Number of
injections

0.34 � 0.74, 1.42 0.53 0.44 � 0.79, 1.67 0.47

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CNV, choroidal neovascularisa-

tion.

Age (years), reference group for categorical variables is absence of

condition; smoking includes past or present smokers, CNV type comprises

predominantly classic (reference group) and non-predominantly classic.
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unlikely, inflammation secondary to the injections

themselves or the anti-VEGF drug may be a possible cause.

In both the MARINA and ANCHOR trials,4,5 as well as

other case series,28,29 a small proportion of patients

presented with acute uveitis. This may be due to a systemic

immune response,30 possibly related to the formation of

anti-ranibizumab antibodies. These antibodies have

previously been demonstrated and their presence correlates

with the number of treatments given.5 In this study,

however, we found no correlation between the changes in

retinal vasculature and the number of treatments given.

Finally, retinal venular widening may reflect a possible

ischaemic effect.14,31–33 Retinal venular calibre widening

may be a risk marker for stroke, particularly haemorrhagic

stroke.34–36 It has been suggested that the inhibition of

VEGF by anti-VEGF drugs may also increase the risk of

non-ocular haemorrhage,35,37 possibly as a consequence of

systemic distribution of these drugs following intraocular

delivery. Changes in retinal venular calibre have been

linked with stroke, reflecting systemic changes in blood

flow, inflammation, and endothelial function.14,15 Thus, it is

possible that the improvements in CMT and vision with

anti-VEGF treatment mask potential deleterious effects of

VEGF blockade.

With respect to the decrease in vessel calibre in the

non-injected eyes with end-stage AMD, it is possible that

this may be a consequence of irreversible damage to the

retinal elements. Thus, decreased metabolic activity

within the macula secondary to outer retinal damage

may reduce the demand for retinal blood flow, with

vascular constriction as a consequence.

The main weakness of our study was that only around

70% of the patients initially recruited had adequate quality

photographs for the image-analysis software to determine

retinal vascular calibre, with significant attrition through

the 12-month follow-up period. This led to a relatively

small size, which may be a criticism of our results. There

were, however, no significant differences in CRAE, CRVE,

and CMT in study eyes of those included in the analysis

compared with those excluded. Another potential

weakness of our study is the lack of standardised treatment

protocol, with ‘as required’ dosing allowed to maintain a

‘fluid-free’ macula, rather than monthly dosing as seen in

the pivotal randomised controlled trials. It is possible that

monthly treatment may have influenced outcome. Finally,

at baseline, although most grading photographs were taken

on immediately prior to the first anti-VEGF injection, some

were taken up to 48 h prior to this first treatment. This may

have influenced the baseline measurements, however, the

effects of venular widening were also seen beyond the

baseline to 3-month period, suggesting that this was not a

major contributor to our findings.

In conclusion, our prospective study shows that in

eyes with neovascular AMD, there is a significant

dilatation in retinal venular calibre following repeated

intravitreal injections of ranibizumab. Although the

underlying mechanisms of these changes are unclear, this

may be due to anatomic improvement within the macula

or a normalisation of retinal vascular calibre secondary to

relief of ischaemia and restoration of retinal blood flow.

Summary

What was known before

K Anti-VEGF agents are commonly used in the treatment of
AMD.

K Little is known as to the potential beneficial or deleterious
vasoactive effects of these compounds.

K There is concern as to the effect of these drugs on the
development of vascular disease such as stroke and
ischaemic heart disease.

K Previous small, non-controlled studies have shown retinal
arteriolar narrowing with anti-VEGF treatment, possibly
as a result of ischaemia.

What this study adds

K This study contradicts the previous findings, showing a
retinal venular dilatation with repeated anti-VEGF
treatment, with little change in arterioles. These changes
mirror improvements in macular thickness and vision.
This may suggest a local reason for the dilatation.

K In nontreated eyes with end-stage AMD, narrowing of
both arterioles and venues were observed, possibly as a
result of reduced metabolic activity.
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